
Music Year 3 Medium Term Plan 

Term  Theme Pupils will… 

Autumn  
 

Playing an Instrument  
Ukulele 
 
(Unit taught by a music 
specialist.) 

To learn how to hold the ukulele correctly and how to pluck and strum the strings. 
To begin to play the C cord and to begin to play in time with others. 
To be able to play the C cord and to begin to play in time with others. To begin to play the A minor chord. 
To practise strumming patterns in C and A minor and to begin to transition from playing C major to A minor. 
To learn how to play the F chord and begin to transition from C to a to F. 
To learn the G7 chord. 
To begin to learn how to play ‘Silent Night’ using the C, F and G7 chords. 
To practise finger placement when playing the G7 chord and to begin to transition from C to G7.  
To practise finger placement when transitioning between chords C, G7 and F. 
To play chords C, F and G7 along to a familiar song, focusing on transitioning between chords and singing and playing in unison. 
 

Spring 
  
 
 

Listen & Appraise  
Romantic  
 
Linked to Year 3 PE Ballet 
unit – Swan Lake.  
 
Linked to Year 2 prior 
learning – Baroque Music 
unit.  
 

To explore a piece of music from the Romantic period of music. 
To learn about the features of music from the Romantic period of music. 
To identify the features of music from the Romantic period of music. 
To explore a piece of Romantic music and identify how it makes me feel. 
To create a piece of artwork inspired by the focus piece of music. 
To research the Romantic composer Tchaikovsky. 
To explore a different piece of music from the Romantic period and compare it to the focus piece. 
To learn about the Romantic composer John Philip Sousa. 
To summarise my learning about the Romantic period of music. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


